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EXPLORATION OF WATERCOLOR AND ELMER'S GLUE
COMBINED AS A PAINTING MEDIA
A painting is the result of a very personal relationship, or reaction, between the artist, his materials, his
environment, and the manner in which they influence him.
In my study, an overt attempt was made to alter the relationship (or reaction) between myself and my paintings through
various means.

This was achieved by manipulating surfaces

painted on, materials used, and varying selection of subject
matter, or content, from a wide range of possibilities.
Surfaces painted on included stretched butcher paper,
gessoed masonite, illustration board, drawing paper, and
upsom board.

Upon these surfaces I experimented with such

processes as using many thin layers, or glazes, of pigment
built upon each other; glueing torn paper and found objects
onto the surface of the paintings; using frottage as a basic
part of the composition; cutting lines into and carving away
areas of the painting, using stencils for repeated images;
scratching through layers of paint; washing off areas of
paint; using pressurized containers of lacquer paints; and
drawing onto the surface of the painting with assorted
drawing instruments.
An attempt was made to vary the size, subject matter,
and compositional structure of the paintings.

The works
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range in size from thirteen inches by seventeen inches to
four feet by four feet.

The subject matter or content of

the paintings are both non-representational and representational.

During the non-representational period, the

structure of the painting tended to be compositionally
weak because I was basically concerned with subtle tonal
qualities and implied textures rather than the total compositional structure of the painting.

To vary the structure

from asymmetrical, one symmetrical painting was attempted.
This painting created some interesting problems which I had
never encountered in previous works.

The painting began as

a hard edge painting, carefully drawn and masked out so as
to form definite linear qualities, and as the painting progressed, I became less satisfied.

It lacked the quality of

using paint and brush freely to create indefinite edges
which is a vital part of my painting character.

In order to

rectify this problem, the whole surface had to be reworked
in order to achieve a more relaxed form of symmetry.
In this study, my approach to painting began as an
action-reaction process whereby a painting is developed from
within myself and my reactions to the pigment and the textural surface of the painting from beginning to completion.
In later paintings, an attempt was made to use imagery,
as a small portion of a painting to evoke a response from
within the viewer.

As I developed the imagery, which
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began to deal with the human figure, I became aware of the
implications and the beauty of the body as a unique and
evocative form.

The human forms in my paintings are ambig-

uous, juxtaposed against a ground which at times recedes
and at times comes forth, and are designed to evoke an
indeterminable response in the viewer, who plays an important role in my painting.

The human forms communicate

through the sensations they stir within the viewer,
developing a closer bond of common expression between myself
and the viewer, regardless of whether that sensation be
pleasing or non-pleasing.
As the study progressed, figurative elements became
more important in my work.

The break into representational

painting began upon completion of "Maiden Voyage of the Two
Sisters."

The value of the figurative element became more

evident because it is a common form, recognizable by anyone,
enabling a more efficient communication between artist and
viewer.

Preparatory sketches became necessary to resolve

structural problems both in design and in the human forms
found in the paintings.

My work, as a result of this, has

become more internally satisfying and more sound structurally.
The earlier non-representational paintings required
more time and created more frustration and anxiety due to
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the process of reacting to the surface of the painting at
any given time during the process of completion.

In

contrast, the later paintings created a certain frustration
and anxiety, but due to more careful planning, were fairly
easily resolved.

In all paintings, I feel there developed

an equal degree of personal, intense involvement, due to
the uniqueness of each work.
I feel I have achieved a very unique aesthetic experience through the use of watercolor and Elmer's glue as the
elemental basis for painting due to the diversity of media
available to the artist.

I feel, however, that I have only

scratched upon the surface of the materials that can be
utilized with watercolor, making it perhaps one of the most
versatile of painting media and opening even further the
doorway of unique expression that every artist seeks.
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"UNTITLED"
30 INCHES X 36 INCHES
WATERCOLOR ON STRETCHED BUTCHER PAPER

6

"SPACED"
17 1/2 INCHES X 23 INCHES
WATERCOLOR, FROTTAGE ON ILLUSTRATION BOARD

7

"ORIENTAL FLOWER"
13 INCHES X 17 INCHES
WATERCOLOR , FROTTAGE ON ILLUSTRATION BOARD

8

"MAIDEN
22
FROTTAGE ,
ON

VOYAGE OF TWO SISTERS"
INCHES X 28 INCHES
WATERCOLOR, FOUND OBJECTS
ILLUSTRATION BOARD

9

"VOYAGE"
22 INCHES X 28 INCHES
WATERCOLOR, FOUND OBJECTS ON ILLUSTRATION BOARD

10

"MALE CONFIGURATION"
24 INCHES X 30 INCHES
WATERCOLOR, FROTTAGE ON UPSOM BOARD

11

"FREE THREE"
24 INCHES X 30 INCHES
WATERCOLOR ON UPSOM BOARD

12

"HOSTESS"
26 INCHES X 34 INCHES
WATERCOLOR ON GESSOED MASONITE

13

"SEATED WOMAN"
26 INCHES X 34 INCHES
WATERCOLOR ON GESSOED MASONITE

14

"REPETITIVE DREAM OF A YOUNG GIRL"
28 INCHES X 34 INCHES
WATERCOLOR, ALUMINUM SPRAY LACQUER
ON GESSOED MASONITE

15

"REPETITION OF TWO"
28 INCHES X 34 INCHES
WATERCOLOR, ALUMINUM SPRAY LACQUER
ON GESSOED MASONITE

16

"GEMINI"
48 INCHES X 48 INCHES
WATERCOLOR ON UPSOM BOARD WITH CARVED SURFACE

